
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of UK sales manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for UK sales manager

Leverage the standard sales process and tools, business systems, and
appropriate business support functions to support new customers and new
project acquisition
Plan and perform the selling, proposal and contract negotiation processes,
developing and deploying robust value propositions and action plans to close
deals effectively and maximise margin
Collate and feedback relevant market and account intelligence from the field
to support on-going development of competitive intelligence and market
positioning
Strong track record in finding, negotiating and signing contracts in chemistry
services
Proven track record of identifying new business opportunities and following
through to deal closure
Customer facing attitude and the ability to build relationships based on trust
and long term commitment
Collaborative and goal focused attitude
Coaching and developing Sales Executives to achieve targets and grow the
accounts they are responsible for
Maintaining the relationships with the most important accounts in the regions
Focusing on development of new accounts and areas to develop across
UK/IRL & Nordics, supporting growth strategy in specific regions

Example of UK Sales Manager Job Description
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Focused on results, acts with a sense of urgency & determination with the
end result in mind
Accountability – Acts as an owner of the business, and is answerable for the
results
Team player, proactive, dynamic, highly organized
Proficiency in Word, Excel and Powerpoint & ProSpace (preferred but not
essential)
Develop sales initiatives to successfully target all customers
3+ years of experience with the major wholesale accounts within the UK and
Ireland


